Respiratory gas exchange during treadmill exercise testing: reproducibility and comparison of different exercise protocols.
Ten subjects performed 4 maximal exercise tests to evaluate reproducibility and effects of treadmill inclination on submaximal and maximal oxygen consumption. They performed a standard Bruce protocol twice, and 1 protocol with progressive speed increase with constant, or without, inclination. At maximal exercise there was no significant difference between the protocols in oxygen consumption, respiratory gas exchange ratio, minute ventilation, plasma lactate, serum potassium or heart rate. Exercise time and treadmill distance were shorter than Bruce protocol with inclination, and considerably prolonged without. Reproducibility for Bruce protocol was good for group comparison of oxygen consumption throughout exercise. The individual variations for oxygen consumption were small at maximal exercise, but were considerable at rest and at the lowest exercise steps, this was slightly improved by analysing longer sampling time. Thus, measurement of oxygen consumption is reliable for group analysis, but interpretation must be careful in individuals unless maximal exercise is obtained. Treadmill inclination may be adjusted according to individual preferences.